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SLOT
DESIGNED BY

FRANCESC RIFÉ

Francesc Rifé is the designer of the Slot collec-
tion. Interiorist and industrial designer, he is 
influenced by minimalism and marked by a fa-
mily history linked to craftmanship. His work 
is articulated around spacial order and geome-
tric proportion. Rifé directs a team of proffe-
sionals from different fields of design and their 
national and international projects range from 
interiorism to industrial design, concept crea-
tion, installations, graphics and art direction.
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HOW SLOT IS BORN

Slot is born from the intersection of horizontal 
and vertical planes which are combined with one 
another creating a versatile collection of square, 

rectangular and round wooden tables.



THE RICHNESS OF ASH

Slot tables are made out of MDF boards venee-
red in ash wood. The geometric simplicity is 
complemented with the rich texture of the wood. 
The table can be finished in several colours of 
ash: natural, grey, toasted, black, green, or blue. 
As for the round tables, their top is also available 
in white or black marble.



ALONE OR
TOGETHER

Although the tables work individually, 
a distinctive aspect of the collection is 
that the heights and shapes are concei-
ved to allow the possibility to overlay 
the tables with each other, forming va-
rious sets.

This possibility to overlay the tables is due to 
two characteristics. The first is the nature of the 
legs, which are two vertical planes that inter-
sect forming a 90º angle. This disposition lea-
ves free space to accomodate another measure 
of the collection. The second characteristic is 
the height difference between the tables, de-
signed so that, when forming sets, the space is 
perfect to create a dialogue between the tables. 
Square and rectangular tables come in 32 and 
40 centimeter heights. Round tables have heig-
ths of 32 and 42 centimeters.

Thanks to its versatility, Slot is suitable to any 
space, acting in sets or individually as a bedside, 
side or coffee table. 

.
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BEAUTY IN THE
DETAILS

Slot stands for a simple and refined design, mar-
ked by the double line detail on the edges, which 
creates a very special relationship between legs 
and top. This double line is created by superpo-
sing three boards  on the top as well as the legs. 
The central board is withdrawn two centimetres 
from the edge. This creates the distinctive slot 
that gives name to this collection. 



Over these lines, a set composed by the tables 52x50x40cm in natural ash 
and 80x50x32cm in green ash. On the right, Slot Round in Ø120x32cm 
measure and finishes black marquina marble and grey ash.

Explore this captivating collection of meticu-
lously handcrafted tables. Designed with a keen 
eye for simplicity, elegance, and minimalism, 
each piece holds the perfect balance between 
aesthetic appeal and practical functionality. The 
interesting, natural textures of ash wood and 
marble accentuate the tables’ beauty, creating an 
ambiance of warmth and sophistication. Elevate 
your space with these tables, where form meets 
function in a celebration of enduring style.



Slot 84x80x40cm in natural ash. In the corner, Rak 
table, also by Francesc Rifé, at Ø45x50cm measure.



On this page, Slot 80x50x32cm in green ash. On the right, Slot Round 
Ø55x42cm and Ø100x32cm, both in white marble and natural ash.



  On the left page, Slot Round Ø55x42cm in grey ash. On 
this page, Slot 120x50x32cm and 52x50x40cm in natural ash. 



On the left page, Slot Round Ø55x42cm. On the right, 84x80x40cm. Both in natural ash. 



Slot 84x80x40cm and 80x50x32cm in grey ash. In the 
corner, Rak table at 45x45x50cm measure.



On the left, Slot 52x50x40cm in grey ash. Below, Slot 
80x50x32cm in green ash. On the right, Slot Round 

Ø55x42cm in white marble and natural ash.

A la izquierda, Slot 52x50x40cm en fresno ceniza. Aba-
jo, Slot 80x50x32cm en fresno verde. A la derecha, Slot 
Round Ø55x42cm en mármol blanco y fresno natural.



On the left, Slot Round Ø55x42cm in grey ash. On this page, 
Slot 52x50x40cm in natural ash.



THE WHOLE FAMILY

  Left to right: Slot 52x50x40cm black ash, Slot Round Ø120x32cm 
black marble/grey ash, Slot 120x50x32cm natural ash, Slot 84x80x40cm 

grey ash, Slot 80x50x32cm green ash, Slot Round Ø55x42cm grey ash 
and Slot Round Ø100x32cm white marble/natural ash.
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SLOT IN A 
NUTSHELL
SLOT

SLOT ROUND

SLOT-55

SLOTR-55

SLOT-85

SLOTR-00

SLOT-88 SLOT-25

SLOTR-22

The collection is composed by seven 
measures, four of them with a rectangu-
lar top, and three with a rounded top. Six 
ash finishings are offered, plus marble 
for the top on the round tables.
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Ø55 cm

Ø100 cm

Ø120 cm

Fresno natural Fresno tostado

Fresno verde

Fresno ceniza Fresno negro

Fresno azul Mármol blanco Mármol negro


